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Getting Started

Welcome to Studio WE's DJ SCHOOL! With over 7 years of experience, proven
copyrighted curriculum, world class instructors, affordable pricing, and flexible class
schedules, you’ll be learning to DJ and to produce in no time. Plus you’ll be a part of
an amazing community of like-minded people in a non-competitive, mentor-heavy
learning environment.

Before starting a career you need to know what sort of DJ you want to be. If you're not
in to music much, then it probably isn't the career for you (unless you're loud and
arrogant, which would suggest you still might make a great DJ!)
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COURSES :

The course which introduce the student to the industry of Djing, making them
understand different concepts and techniques related to the art. We take every
student as a layman and teach them up to PRO level. Course duration: 30 hours (1
hour session), Extra Classes if the faculty feels that the student needs more time to
understand the concept Knowledge: The student does not require any past knowledge
or qualification to learn the art of djing, yet if the student has so, it will help to grasp
concept more easily.
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- Introduction to the industry
- Introduction to genres
- Introduction to equipments
- BPM
- Cueing
- Tune structure
- Chop mixing
- Beat matching
- Bar mixing
- Set formation
- Dj booking/Promotion
- Live parties (crowd handling, music management, track
selection, attitude handling, placing your set up and body
language)

CDJ Basic

Course Features : 
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Advanced CDJ

Course Features : 

- Introduction to the industry
- Introduction to genres
- Introduction to equipments
- BPM
- Cueing
- Tune structure
- Chop mixing
- Beat matching
- Bar mixing
- Set formation
- Dj booking/Promotion
- Live parties (crowd handling, music management, track
selection, attitude handling, placing your set up and body
language)
- Live Looping/Beat juggling
- Quarter, eight & sixteen notes
- Demo track production
- Remixing and recording
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Turntable PRO

Course Features : 

“Turntables are the soul and essence of a dj” a famous and quite true.
Turntables are the traditional instruments and yet the most fascinating. In this
course the student master turntables learning the different tricks and techniques
involved in it to get a perfect synchronization of various sounds played together.
The instrument known for the technique’s like scratching and breaks is yet the
most tricky to learn. In this course the student masters the art of true
turntablism i.e. Scratching & breaks commonly used for wars & competitions like
dmc, war of dj’s etc. Yet this course enables the student to bottle with music.
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Turntable PRO

Course Features : 

- Introduction to genres
- Introduction to equipment
- BPM
- Cueing
- Tune structure
- Chop mixing
- beat matching
- Bar mixing
- Live looping
- Beat juggling
- War technique
- Baby scratch
- Mixer techniques
- Whole & half note
- Drags & transforms
- The crabs & flares
- Set formation
- Dj booking, Promotion
- Getting the job/ career options
- Proposals & sponsorships / own branding
- Live parties (crowd handling, music management, track
selection, attitude microphone handling, placing your set up
and body language)



F318, LADOSARAI
NEW DELHI–110030
Talk to us : 8447548286, 011-42831601
Write to us : westudio2@gmail.com
Visit us : www.studiowe.in

Thank you
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